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Beach WP field deluxe installation instruction 
 
In Beach Water Polo Field Deluxe product (1510007) these items are included, 
 

       
 
- 2 units of field lines with PP-silk rope + UV-resistant polyethylene part ❸ 
- 4 units of goal lines with PP-silk rope + UV-resistant polyethylene part ❶, ❷ 
- 4 units of goal lines with PP-silk rope + UV-resistant polyethylene part ❶, ❸ 
- 4 sturdy corner pieces 
- 4 units of 10m PP-silk rope for attachment + UV-resistant polyethylene part ❸ 
 
On each end of field lines, UV-resistant polyethylene parts (❶, ❷, ❸) for attachment are 
equipped. 
 
Please follow below instruction for complete installation of Beach Water Polo Field Deluxe 
including goals. 
 

1. Take out the field lines and align 8 goal lines in vertical way and 2 field lines in 
horizontal way. Also put 4 sturdy corners on every corner of the field. As shown in 
the picture. 

 
2. Field lines 

Put the polyethylene parts ❸ in polyethylene anchors on the sturdy corners and turn 
for fixation. 

 
3. Goal lines 

Put the polyethylene parts ❶ to eyelet on the goals. 
Attach the polyethylene hook ❷ to the field lines. 

 
4. Extra 10m PP-silk rope 

Put the polyethylene parts ❸ in polyethylene anchors on the sturdy corners and turn 
for fixation. 
 

5. In total the inner dimension shall be 15 x 10m. 
 

15 x 10-12,5m
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Part       eyelet on the goals

Part       in anchors on the sturdy corners

Part (hook)       on the field lines
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